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In that subject there are theoretical, practical and seminar sessions to dance, rhythmic gymnastics, men's artistic
gymnastics and women's artistic gymnastics.
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There are theoretical notion to these disciplines, a small historical review, how are routines on different apparatus, the
basic elements (definition, methodology and learning progressions) and the designs the Code of Points that regulates all
aspects of competition.

In the practical and seminar sessons:
- Dance: The basic positions and elements (c ou de pied, passé, pliés, battements, jetés, tendus, rond de jambres ...).
Dance has its own content which must be understood and applied to be proficient in the subject. The elements of dance
are the foundational concepts and vocabulary for developing movement skills: leaps, pivots, balances.

- Rhythmic gymnastics: student make short choreography with pivots, leaps, balances and flexibility movements (in
group). They manipulate at the same time one apparatus: ball, ribbon, hoop, clubs or rope.

- Artistic gymnastics: acrobatic skills elements in floor exercise (rolls, cartwhell, handstand, round off, back roll into
handstand, flic flac). In the seminar sessions we learn acrobatic gymnastic activity and we analysis our gymnastic
elements performed.
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